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To guard ourselves against a word attack or a breach, it is always 

important to have an awareness of the unremarkably used sorts of 

attacks. The most common type of attack is password guessing. 

Hackers can guess the passwords locally or remotely using either 

manually or through an automated approach. One such attack is 

Dictionary Attack. A dictionary attack tries to make an authentication 

mechanism fail by sequentially entering each word in a dictionary as a 

password or trying to find the decryption key of an encrypted message 

or document. In this paper, an empirical research on how dictionary 

attack works are performed. In addition to that, different techniques and 

approaches to the existing dictionary attacks are implemented to make 

the system more robust. Furthermore, a comparison of methods is 

performed to find which approach is better to protect the system. 

 
Copy Right, IJAR, 2021,. All rights reserved. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………….... 

Introduction:- 
Databases are of the utmost importance, thus their security and protection is also the foremost agenda for the 

businesses managing and maintaining them. Once a system gets attacked and vulnerable, it can prove to be 

disastrous for the whole organization. What threat actors do once they need access to an account depends on their 

supposed goal and the way abundant access that account will give, however, might embody stealing personal 

information, payment information, belongings, or conducting any attacks on a company. Dictionary attacks work 

because many computer users and businesses insist on using ordinary words as passwords. These attacks are usually 

unsuccessful against systems using multiple-word passwords and are also often unsuccessful against passwords 

made up of uppercase and lowercase letters and numbers in random combinations. 

 

In systems with advanced countersign needs, the brute-force technique of attack, during which each probable 

combination of characters, numbers, and letters is tested up to a precise most length, will typically be effective. 

However, a brute-force attack will take a protracted time to supply results.Strong, randomized passwords cannot be 

predicted easily, and they are extremely unlikely to be included in the predetermined password library.  

 

Because a dictionary attack's guess attempts are confined to a preselected list, it is essentially impossible to crack 

non-predictable passwords. Hence, in this paper, our main objective is to analyze the different approaches used by 

attackers to decrypt hashed passwords and compare the time taken for each approach. Thus, allowing users to create 

a strong password accordingly. 
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Literature Review:- 
MD5 is an algorithm that is utilized to confirm information respectability through the production of a 128-bit 

message digest [1] from information input which might be a message of any length that is professed to be as novel to 

that particular information as a unique finger impression is to the particular person. It is an augmentation of the 

MD4 message-digest algorithm. MD5 is somewhat slower than MD4, however is more "traditionalist" in a plan. 

MD5 represents Message-Digest algorithm 5, it is a broadly utilized cryptographic hash work that was designed by 

Ronald Rivest in 1991. The thought behind this algorithm is to take up arbitrary information advice regarding text or 

binary as info and produce fixed-size hash esteem as the yield. The information can be of any size or length; 

however, the yield hash esteem size is constantly fixed. All the hash values share the accompanying properties: Hash 

length which is the length of the hash esteem is dictated by the sort of the pre-owned algorithm, and its length 

doesn't rely upon the size of the document.  

 

Storing a password in plain text or is undermined through simple encryption strategy [2] then there are potential 

outcomes of decrypting of password and taken. It very well might be bringing about counterfeit login and deficiency 

of privacy. MD5, SHA1 (Secure Hash Algorithm), and RIPEMD calculation are considered as broken calculations 

and we ought not to utilize our new application code from cryptography. To get information and password SHA256, 

SHA512, RipeMD, and WHIRLPOOL are cryptographic hash capacities that can be utilized. Hashing a password is 

a better technique than encryption of a password because hashing is a single direction work – plain text value from 

its hash implies the plain password that develops hash can't be recovered from its hash value. So, it is feasible to 

break a hash password by utilizing a predetermined hash value or utilizing a hash word reference. Hashing 

calculations are exceptionally deterministic as they produce the same hash value for the same input text. Crude 

hashes are likewise vulnerable to rainbow tables, a strategy for adjusting a requirement for pre-calculation of hashes, 

and the enormous capacity is important to keep a whole word reference of hashes. 

 

SQL injection attack (SQLIA) [3] is among the most well-known security dangers to web-put together services that 

are sent to the cloud. By misusing web software weaknesses, SQL injection attackers can run discretionary 

malevolent code on track databases to gain or bargain touchy data. Even though web application firewalls (WAFs) 

are offered by most cloud service suppliers, inhabitants are hesitant to pay for them, since there are not many 

methodologies that can report precise SQLIA insights for their conveyed services. Traditional lWAFs center around 

hindering suspicious SQL requests. Few of them can precisely choose whether an attack is truly hurtful furthermore, 

rapidly answer how serious the attack is. To raise the occupants' familiarity with the earnestness of SQLIAs, in this 

paper, we present a novel traffic-based SQLIA recognition and weakness examination structure named DIAVA, 

which can proactively send admonitions to occupants instantly. 

 

Most websites use passwords for validating client character and for permitting admittance to website assets [4] that 

may contain delicate data. An enormous number of individuals use word reference words for making passwords. 

These client passwords are exposed to single direction hash functions and are put away inside the information base 

as comparing hash values rather than plaintext. A potential programmer can utilize savage power, rainbow table, or 

word reference attacks to get the input password from the hash values and the most announced genuine hacks were 

finished by breaking password hashes utilizing word reference attack. This paper proposes a novel strategy for 

guaranteeing security for passwords against such word reference attacks. This strategy checks the strength of the 

client passwords utilizing a word reference which is put away as a character tree. This framework assists with 

making solid password hashes that are impervious to word reference attacks. This methodology consequently offers 

progressed and prevalent assurance for passwords from breaking endeavors. 

 

Bcrypt calculation is a hashing capacity made from the Blowfish Algorithm by two PC security scientists [5], Niels 

Provos and David Mazieres. This hashing capacity has a few benefits, utilizing the original arbitrary salt (the salt is 

the request wherein it is added to the password to make it harder to brute force. Irregular salts likewise forestall 

query table creation. On this premise, the creators attempt to do a Brute Force probe plaintext that has been encoded 

by the Bcrypt Algorithm dependent on 3 characters, to be specific alphabetic characters, numeric characters, and 

mixed characters to see the security consequences of the Bcrypt Algorithm. From the consequences of tests led, the 

alphabetic character with an aggregate of 4 characters can be gotten back to the original plaintext inside 4 days while 

if the quantity of 5 characters can't be tracked down the original plaintext. At that point, the numeric characters with 

an aggregate of 7 characters can be found in the original plaintext within 10 hours. In the interim, for mixed 

characters with a sum of 7 characters, the original plaintext can't be found inside 5 days. The consequences of this 
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examination demonstrate that the secure execution of the Bcrypt Algorithm is generally excellent in warding off 

Brute Force attacks for mixed characters while the numeric and alphabetic characters are not adequate. 

 

An improvised methodology for plain text passwordencryption [6] in the worker's information base is presented. 

One of the significant parts of password insurance issue is to get it through encryption measures. In cryptanalysis, 

word reference attacks or animal power attacks are the most well-known methods of breaking passwords. Another 

methodology for ad-libbing the plan of password encryption is utilizing the way toward Jumbling-Salting (JS).  

 

To enlarge the security angle concerning passwords, we are conceiving JS calculation which forestalls word 

reference and savage power attacks by expanding the length of code text in an impressive cut-off. In this calculation, 

the jumbling cycle chooses characters from the pre-characterized character set and adding them into the plain 

password utilizing numerical modulus (%) work; salting contains adding a random string into a jumbled password. 

Eventually, AES block is carried out which acquires a fixed-length password which is put away in the worker's 

information base.  

 

The default hashing plans of famous CMS and web application frameworks are evaluated. To begin with, we plan 

the expense season of password speculating attacks, and next, we investigate the default hashing plans of 

mainstream CMS and web applications frameworks. We at that point apply our structure to play out a similar 

examination of the expense season of password speculating attacks between the different CMS and web application 

frameworks. At long last, taking into account that serious hash functions devour computational assets, we dissect 

hashing plans from an alternate point of view. That is, we investigate if it is possible and under what conditions to 

perform moderate rate denial of service attacks from simultaneous login endeavors. Through our investigation, we 

have determined a bunch of basic perceptions. Strikingly, the famous WordPress utilizes MD5 with a low number of 

hash iterations. Generally speaking, we accept that the security status of the hashing plans of CMS and web 

application frameworks calls for changes to the default settings from a select into a quit security policy. Greater 

security reviews and official library executions are additionally needed to speed up the appropriation of memory-

hard functions both by policymakers and the business. 

 

Cryptographic hash functions [8] are used to keep data by giving three fundamental wellbeing attributes: pre-picture 

opposition, second pre-picture obstruction, and crush the opposition. The foundation of cryptographic security lies in 

the arrangement of pre-picture obstruction, which makes it hard and time-devouring for an attacker to track down an 

original message given the particular hash value. This security is given by the idea of one-way functions, which is a 

critical part of SHA. SHA-256 is quicker on 32-bit processors. SHA-512 is quicker on 64-bit processors. SHA-512 

has 25% a greater number of rounds than SHA-256. SHA-256 performs 64 rounds of its compression work 

throughout 512 bits all at once.  

 

In this period of innovation, all the web-based work [9] is being performed byPCs. From talking with companions 

on interpersonal interaction websites to making on the web installments through Net Banking, everything is being 

done online through PCs. Since these offices are proficient and make our work simple, we use them in without a 

doubt. This way to utilize these online services we are storing all our own and touchy data in the databases of these 

websites and applications, which undoubtedly make this data inclined to different security dangers. So, insurance of 

this significant client data is one of the significant needs, to evade any abuse of data.  

 

Another significant method of securing this data is by scrambling the data being saved in the databases of these 

websites. In this paper, we will examine the different database encryption plans proposed by various creators, and 

study the benefits and negative marks of these plans. 

 

An iterative salted hash encryption instrument named hostile to consistent impact salted hash encryption (ACCSHE) 

[10] that utilizes cryptographically secure pseudo arbitrary number generator (CSPRNG) and hashed with password 

information by got hashing calculation (SHA-256). The result shows the adaptability of changing the outcomes by 

controlling a few key highlights, for example, salt utilized, the scope of the hashing cycle iterations, or the base 

number of iterations without influencing the framework's convenience.  

 

This exploration built-up head and tail (HT) method that additional intricacy on carrying out MD5 and SHA-1 

calculation for hashing passwords utilizing discontinuity, what's more, connection measures. The Head and Tail 

strategy utilize numerous hashing on secret phrase plain content and spot control on joined secret word condensation 
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to deliver a 512- bit hash. Recurrence (Monobit) Test gives a normally registered p-estimation of 0.72 when HT is 

applied to MD5 and 0.73 to SHA-1 while Frequency Test inside the square came about to a normal p-estimation of 

0.854 and 0.806 for MD5 with HT and SHA-1 with HT individually. Then again, in the run test, a normal p-

estimation of 0.40 is accomplished for MD5 with HT and a normal value of 0.54 for SHA-1 with HT. The HT 

method has significantly improved the haphazardness of the secret phrase digest. It is one of the fundamental 

prerequisites to secure data. It is the cycle of decidedly checking a client's personality, gadget, or other substance in 

a PC framework. It is essential to permitting admittance to assets in the programming framework. 

 

Description of Modules/Programs 

Storing user password keys in plain text naturally ends up in a rapid compromise of all passwords if the password 

file is compromised. 

 

To reduce this danger, Windows applies a cryptanalytic hash perform, that transforms every identification into a 

hash and stores this hash. Hash Suite, is similar to other hashed-based converters and does not decrypt a hash 

directly which is impossible in reality. 

 

It follows the same procedure used by authentication: it generates different candidate passwords (keys), hashes 

them, and compares the computed hashes with the stored hashes. This approach works because users generally 

select passwords that are easy to remember, and as a side-effect, these passwords are typically easy to crack. 

 

Another probable reason why this method is very effective is that Windows uses password hash functions that are 

very fast to compute, especially in an attack (for each given candidate password). The proposed system also supports 

most of the commonly used hashing algorithms to store passwords. No dependencies are needed, just python is 

required. 

 

Algorithms Supported 

SHA1 algorithm 

There are two achievable line formats: the primary one contains a saltless password whereas the second contains a 

salt-cured password at the side of the salt. 

 

The passwords are hashed using SHA-1. When salt is utilized, it's just concatenated at the facet of the words as 

follows: salt || watchword. The attack just reads the dictionary line by line and computes utterly totally different 

come-at-able hashed passwords for the word contained in each line. 

 

These six generated hashes are compared to every one of the passwords contained within the password.txt file for a 

match. If there's a match, we get the desired password and result. Else, we tend to merely keep reading the 

dictionary line by line. 

 

MD5 algorithm 

The MD5 hashing algorithmic rule is a unidirectional science perform that accepts a message of any length as input 

and returns as output a fixed-length digest price to be used for authenticating the initial message. 

 

The MD5 message-digest hashing algorithmic rule processes knowledge in 512-bit blocks weakened into sixteen 

words composed of thirty-two bits. The output from MD5 could be a 128-bit message digest price. Computation of 

the MD5 digest price is performed in separate stages that method every 512-bit block of knowledge at the side of the 

worth computed within the preceding stage. the primary stage begins with the message digest values initialized 

mistreatment consecutive hex numerical values. every stage includes four message-digest passes that manipulate 

values within the current knowledge block and values processed from the previous block.The final hash computed 

from the last block becomes the MD5 digest for that block. 

 

SHA-2 Algorithm 

SHA-2 is a family of hashing rules to exchange the SHA-1 algorithmic rule. SHA-2 choices a future level of 

security than its precursor. 

The SHA-2 family consists of six hash functions with digests (hash values) that square measure 224, 256, 384, or 

512 bits 

SHA-224, SHA-256, SHA-384, SHA-512, SHA-512/224, SHA-512/256. 
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SHA3 Algorithm 

SHA-3 (Secure Hash algorithmic rule 3) is a set of science hash functions outlined in FIPS 202: SHA-3 Standard: 

Permutation-Based Hash and Extendable-Output Functions. 

 

The SHA-3 group includes 6 hash functions with digests (hash values) that square measure 128, 224, 256, 384, or 

512 bits: SHA3-224, SHA3-256, SHA3-384, SHA3-512, SHAKE128, SHAKE256. 

 
Proposed approach   

 

A simple dictionary attack is limited and confined to exact matches, but is still surprisingly successful, as users 

generally tend to choose simple and predictable passwords. Used words include most common and banal names and 

surnames from several languages such as favorite food, color, or names of family members who may be vulnerable 

to attack.  

These specific expressions and words are appended to a large wordlist containing the most common and over-used 

passwords that users generally use, and are obtained in several well-known leaks, forming a 14,457,264-word 

dictionary for a dictionary attack.  

 

A list of passwords is taken for the attack in a text file in which each line contains a password followed by its hash 

using the chosen algorithm.  

 

These passwords are tested using all the algorithms used: MD5, SHA1, SHA2, SHA3. A dictionary is used to 

implement the dictionary attack where each word in the dictionary is hashed and tested against the password used. 

To make a password more robust, a salt can be added. A salt is simply concatenated together with the passwords 

which are used by user as follows: salt || password. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1:- A list of passwords taken along with the hashes using different algorithms. 
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Figure 2:-A list of words taken in a dictionary for testing. 

 

 

The attack goes through the dictionary line by line and computes 6 different hashed passwords for the word 

contained in each lineusing 6 approaches. The 6 approaches used to convert each word into its subsequent hash 

from the dictionary are word, reversed word, a word without vowels,  salted word, salted reversed word,and salted 

word without vowels.  

 

(word): Here each word in a dictionary is hashed with the respective algorithm and compared with the hashed 

password. If the hash matches, then we get the password used. 

 

(drow) (Reversed word): In this approach, each word in a dictionary is reversed and hashed with the respective 

algorithm and is compared with the hashed password. If the hash matches, then we get the password used. 

 

(wrd) (Word without vowels): In thisapproach, each word in a dictionary is takenwithout any vowels and is 

hashed with therespective algorithm and compared with thehashed password. If the hash matches, thenwe get the 

password used. 

(salt|word) (Salted word): In this approach, each word in a dictionary is reversed and hashed with the respective 

algorithm and is compared with the hashed password. If the hash matches, then we get the password used. 

 

(salt||drow) (Salted reversed word): Here each word in a dictionary is reversed and hashed with the respective 

algorithm and is compared with the hashed password. If the hash matches, then we get the password used. 

 

(salt||wrd) (A Salted word without vowels)- Here each word in a dictionary is reversed and hashed with the 

respective algorithm and is compared with the hashed password. If the hash matches, then we get the password 

used. 
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Figure 3:-Flow diagram of hashing and password matching process.  

  

Results:-  
Case 1: All algorithms are tested Together 

 

 
Figure 4:-Passwords checked = 25 bytesting using all the algorithms. 

 

Case 2: A specific algorithm is chosen with which the password is hashed 

 

SHA 1 ALGORITHM  

 
Figure 5:- Password Not found with a salted password which is reversed and hashed using the SHA1 algorithm. 
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         SHA 2 ALGORITHM 

 
Figure 6:-Passwords checked = 2 using a simple word and hashed using the SHA2 Algorithm. 

 

MD5 ALGORITHM 

 
Figure 7:-Passwords checked = 11 using a reversed word in MD5 Algorithm. 

 

SHA 3 ALGORITHM 

 

 
Figure 8:- Passwords checked=11 using words without vowels approach in SHA3 algorithm. 
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Conclusion:- 
After running all the approaches and algorithms, we find that dictionary attack is successful in most of the cases 

where common words are used whereas in cases such as passwords with a salt, the attack takes a lot of time and has 

to go through a huge number of passwords present in the list.  

 

Hence the key to protecting passwords from a dictionary attack is to apply salting consisting of an amalgam of letters, 

numbers, and symbols to protect the password from getting decrypted by attackers. In a large database consisting of 

lakhs of passwords, a salted password will take a lot of time to be detected, and thus can help the organization to 

protect themselves in this time. 
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